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Abstract

Practical Online Cache Analysis and Optimization

- The benefits of storage caches are notoriously difficult to model and control, varying widely by workload, and exhibiting complex, nonlinear behaviors. However, recent advances make it possible to analyze and optimize high-performance storage caches using lightweight, continuously-updated miss ratio curves (MRCs). Previously relegated to offline modeling, MRCs can now be computed so inexpensively that they are practical for dynamic, online cache management, even in the most demanding environments. We show how MRCs can be leveraged to guide efficient cache sizing, allocation, and partitioning, supporting diverse goals such as improved performance, isolation, and quality of service. We will also describe how multiple MRCs can be used for online tuning of cache parameters and policies.
Caches Pervasive in Modern Storage
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Cache Performance
Hit Ratio: 35%
Cache Size: 128GB
Cache Performance Questions

- Is this performance good? Can it be improved?
- What happens if I add / remove some cache?
- What if I add / remove workloads?
- Is there cache thrashing / pollution?
- What if I change cache algorithm parameters?
Problem & Opportunity

- Cache performance highly non-linear
- Benefit varies widely by workload
- Opportunity: dynamic cache management
  - Efficient sizing, allocation, and scheduling
  - Improve performance, isolation, QoS
- Problem: online modeling expensive
  - Too resource-intensive to be broadly practical
  - Exacerbated by increasing cache sizes
Modeling Cache Performance

- **Miss Ratio Curve (MRC)**
  - Performance as $f(size)$
  - Working set knees
  - Inform allocation policy

- **Reuse distance**
  - Unique intervening blocks between use and reuse
  - LRU, stack algorithms

![Graph showing Miss Ratio Curve](image)

Lower is better
Mattson Algorithm Example

- Classic single-pass method (IBM 1970)
- Reuse distance
  - Unique references since last access
  - Distance from top of LRU-ordered stack
- Hit if distance < cache size, else miss

\[ \text{references} \quad \ldots \quad \text{C} \quad \text{B} \quad \text{A} \quad \text{D} \quad \text{A} \quad \text{B} \quad \text{C} \]
\[ \text{distances} \quad \ldots \quad 4 \quad \infty \quad 3 \quad 7 \quad 1 \quad 2 \quad 3 \]
MRC Algorithm Research

- Bennett & Kruskal: balanced tree
  - Space: O(N), Time: O(N log N)
- Mattson Stack Algorithm: single pass
  - Space: O(M), Time: O(NM)
- Olken: tree of unique refs
  - Space: O(M), Time: O(N log M)
- Kessler, Hill & Wood: set, time sampling
- UMON-DSS: hw set sampling
- PARDA: parallelism
- SHARDS: spatial hashing
  - Space: O(1), Time: O(N)
- Bryan & Conte: cluster sampling
- Counter Stacks: probabilistic counters
  - Space: O(log M), Time: O(N log M)
- RapidMRC: on-off periods

Space, Time Complexity
N = total refs, M = unique refs
New Advances: MRC Approximations

**Counter Stacks (2014)**
- Efficient approx counting, downsampling, pruning
- Uses probabilistic counters to track block reuse
- Supports checkpoints with splicing/merging
- High performance in small \(O(\lg M)\) memory footprint
- Highly accurate MRCs
- LRU (stack algorithms)

**SHARDS (2015)**
- Efficient randomized spatial sampling
- Runs full MRC algorithm, using only sampled blocks
- Hashing to capture all reuses of same block
- High performance in tiny \(O(1)\) constant footprint
- Highly accurate MRCs
- Generalizes to non-LRU
Closer Look: SHARDS

Sampling rate \( R = \frac{T}{P} \)

Each sample statistically represents \( \frac{1}{R} \) blocks

Bound sample set by lowering \( T \) dynamically

\[ \text{L}_i \rightarrow \text{hash(L}_i\text{) mod P} \rightarrow T_i \rightarrow \text{sample?} \rightarrow \begin{cases} \text{compute distance} & \text{yes} \\ \text{skip} & \text{no} \end{cases} \rightarrow \text{scale up} \]

\[ \text{Standard Reuse Distance Algorithm} \rightarrow \div R \]
Example Systems Implementation

- Easy integration with existing embedded systems
- Example C interface
  - void mrc_process_ref(MRC *mrc, LBN block);
  - void mrc_get_histo(MRC *mrc, Histo *histo);
- Extremely low resource usage (SHARDS)
  - Accurate MRCs in <1 MB footprint
  - Single-threaded throughput of 17-20M blocks/sec
  - Average time of mrc_process_ref() call < 60 ns
  - No floating-point, no dynamic memory allocation
- Scaled-down simulation similarly efficient
MRC Accuracy (LRU, Real Workloads)

Lower is better

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cache Size (GB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>msr_mds (1.10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msr_proj (0.06%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msr_src1 (0.06%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t01 (0.05%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t06 (0.33%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t08 (0.04%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t14 (0.38%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t15 (0.10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t18 (0.08%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t19 (0.06%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t30 (0.06%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t32 (0.98%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$s_{max} = 8K$  ····  exact MRC
Generalizing to Non-LRU Policies

- **Sophisticated caching algorithms**
  - ARC, LIRS, CAR, Clock-Pro, 2Q, …
  - No known single-pass methods!

- **Scaled-down simulation**
  - Leverages SHARDS hashed spatial sampling
  - Simulate each size separately

- **Still highly efficient**
  - Low sampling rate $R = 0.001$
  - $1000 \times$ reduction in memory, processing
  - $100 \times$ for concurrent simulation of 10 cache sizes!
Non-LRU MRC Accuracy

ARC — MSR-Web Trace

Lower is better
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Applications of Online MRCs
Where are the MRCs?
Overview of Use Cases

- Without any changes to cache
  - Cache sizing
  - Cache parameter tuning

- With cache partitioning support
  - Optimize aggregate performance
  - Isolate individual clients

- Guarantee SLAs
  - Latency
  - Throughput
Use Case: Cache Sizing

- **Online recommendations**
  - Integrate MRCs with storage controller
  - Tune and optimize customer workloads

- **Show MRCs in storage management UI**
  - Report cache size to achieve desired latency
  - Customers and SEs self-service on sizing
  - Size array cache in the field, trigger upsell, etc.
Example Cache Sizing UI (Mockup)

Higher is better

Cache Performance

Hit Ratio

58% hit ratio w/200GB (simulated)

35%

128GB

Cache Size
Use Case: Tune Cache Policy

- **Quantify impact of parameter changes**
  - Cache block size, use of sub-blocks
  - Write-through vs. write-back
  - Even replacement policy…

- **Explore without modifying actual production cache**
  - Simulate multiple configurations concurrently
  - Multiple MRCs, each with different parameters

- **Dynamic online optimization**
  - Determine best configuration
  - Adjust actual cache parameters
Example: Cache Block Size Tuning

![Graph showing the relationship between cache block size and miss ratio]

- **Block Size (KB):**
  - 4
  - 16
  - 64
  - 256
  - 1024

- **Cache Size (GB):**
  - 0
  - 5
  - 10
  - 15
  - 20
  - 25

- **Miss Ratio:**
  - 0.00
  - 0.25
  - 0.50
  - 0.75
  - 1.00
Use Case: Optimize Performance

- Improve aggregate cache performance
  - Allocate space based on client *benefit*
  - Prevent inefficient space utilization
- Mechanism: Partition cache across clients
  - Isolate and control competing LUNs, VMs, tenants, DB tables, etc.
  - Optimize partition sizes using MRCs
- Adapt to changing workload behavior
Example: Partitioning Results

- **Customer traces**
  - 27 workload mixes
  - 8, 32, 128 GB cache sizes

- **SHARDS partitions vs. global LRU**

- **Results histogram**
  - Effective cache size
  - 40% larger (avg)
  - 146% larger (max)
Use Case: Latency, IOPS Guarantees

- **Meet service-level objectives**
  - Per-client latency or throughput targets
  - Use cache allocation as general QoS knob

- **Same partitioning mechanism**
  - Isolate and control LUNs, VMs, DB tables, tenants, etc.
  - Use MRCs for sizing partitions to meet goals

- **Adapt to changing workload behavior**
Example: Achieving Latency Target

The graph shows the relationship between cache size (in GB) and average latency (in ms). The goal is to achieve a latency target within the green shaded area. The graph indicates that as cache size increases, average latency decreases, eventually reaching the target. The green line labeled 'Cache Allocation' suggests the optimal point for cache size to achieve the latency target.
Conclusion

- **Miss Ratio Curves (MRCs)**
  - Powerful, game-changing storage tool
  - New algorithms use dramatically less resources

- **Online MRCs now practical**
  (data from CloudPhysics licensable implementation)
  - ~20 million IO/s per core; amortized 60 ns per IO
  - Extremely high accuracy in 1 MB footprint
  - Feasible for memory-constrained firmware, drivers

- **Compelling use cases**
  - Workload-aware predictive cache sizing and tuning
  - Software-driven cache partitioning for “free” performance
  - Latency / throughput guarantees via cache QoS
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